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A B S T R A C T   

Learning a script with mirrored graphs (e.g., d ∕= b) requires overcoming the evolutionary-old perceptual ten-
dency to process mirror images as equivalent. Thus, breaking mirror invariance offers an important tool for un-
derstanding cultural re-shaping of evolutionarily ancient cognitive mechanisms. Here we investigated the role of 
script (i.e., presence vs. absence of mirrored graphs: Latin alphabet vs. Tamil) by revisiting mirror-image pro-
cessing by illiterate, Tamil monoliterate, and Tamil-Latin-alphabet bi-literate adults. Participants performed two 
same-different tasks (one orientation-based, another shape-based) on Latin-alphabet letters. Tamil monoliterate 
were significantly better than illiterate and showed good explicit mirror-image discrimination. However, only bi- 
literate adults fully broke mirror invariance: slower shape-based judgments for mirrored than identical pairs and 
reduced disadvantage in orientation-based over shape-based judgments of mirrored pairs. These findings suggest 
learning a script with mirrored graphs is the strongest force for breaking mirror invariance.   

1. Introduction 

When writing was invented ~5500 years ago (a glimpse in evolu-
tionary time), no one could imagine its impact on the human brain and 
mind. Learning to read leads to nontrivial changes in neural networks 
(Carreiras et al., 2009; Dehaene-Lambertz, Monzalvo, & Dehaene, 2018; 
Dehaene et al., 2010; Hervais-Adelman et al., 2019), especially in the 
ventral visual pathway dedicated to object recognition (Dehaene, 
Cohen, Morais, & Kolinsky, 2015). 

Literacy-related processing of mirror images (i.e., 180◦ reflection 
around image axes; e.g., d-b) is perplexing because it requires the ‘un- 
learning’1 of evolutionary-old and cross-species mechanism of mirror 
invariance, i.e., tendency to process mirror images as equivalent, 
possibly consequence of convergent evolution by similar ecological de-
mands. Natural objects are often symmetric; hence, mirror-image 
discrimination would delay recognition (Bornstein, Gross, & Wolf, 1978; 
Corballis, 2018; Dehaene et al., 2015; Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2008, 

2014; Logothetis, Pauls, & Poggio, 1995). Investigating it is critical for 
understanding cultural re-shaping of evolutionarily-inherited cognitive 
mechanisms. 

Mirror invariance is a robust perceptual phenomenon, mostly in 
people without reading skills: preliterate children and illiterate adults (e. 
g., Fernandes, Coelho, Lima, & Castro, 2018; Gibson, Pick, Osser, & 
Gibson, 1962; Kolinsky et al., 2011). It is not about post-perceptual or 
memory processes (Corballis, 2018): For non-readers, mirror-image 
discrimination is hard (across-task: e.g., visual search, same-different 
matching, card sorting; Fernandes et al., 2018; Fernandes, Leite, & Ko-
linsky, 2016; Kolinsky et al., 2011), more in simultaneous than in 
sequential presentation (Kolinsky et al., 2011; Kolinsky & Verhaeghe, 
2017). It is neither because orientation is a hard dimension: Non-readers 
can discriminate plane rotations (i.e., rotation in the image-plane of, e.g., 
180◦, u and n; 90◦, N and Z: Bornstein et al., 1978; Fernandes & Ko-
linsky, 2013; Fernandes et al., 2016; Kolinsky et al., 2011), for which 
they are as able to attend to orientation (in orientation-based tasks, 
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1 Whether mirror invariance is unlearned (e.g., Dehaene et al., 2010; Pegado, Nakamura, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2011; Pegado, Nakamura, & Hannagan, 2014), 
suppressed (e.g., Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2008), or inhibited (e.g., Ahr, Houdé, & Borst, 2016; Duñabeitia, Molinaro, & Carreiras, 2011; Perea et al., 2011) in the 
course of literacy acquisition has been intensively debated and is still unclear. 
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where plane-rotations must be classified as different) as to shape (in 
shape-based tasks, where they must be classified as same). Plane rota-
tions, but not mirror images, are discriminated by the ventral pathway 
(e.g., Logothetis et al., 1995; Martinaud et al., 2016). 

Learning to read entails training in a script with a specific writing/ 
reading direction and graphs2 have a specific orientation, part of their 
identity (Morin, 2018). Here rests one key difference between nonlin-
guistic objects and letters (Gibson et al., 1962): a chair is a chair even if 
upside-down, but R is different from я (the latter is not a Latin-alphabet 
letter) and d is different from b. In scripts with reversible letters (i.e., 
which differ in orientation contrast: plane-rotation, e.g., u and n, or 
mirror-image, e.g., b and d), mirror-image discrimination is mandatory 
(e.g., Perea, Moret-Tatay, & Panadero, 2011). Once acquired, it gener-
alizes to nonreversible letters (e.g., R) and, intriguingly, to nonlinguistic 
objects (e.g., pictures/photographs of tools; geometric, letter-like 
shapes) from early on in reading development, regardless of schooling 
or age of literacy acquisition (de Heering, Collignon, & Kolinsky, 2018; 
Fernandes et al., 2018; Fernandes & Kolinsky, 2013). Learning a script 
with mirrored graphs may be critical: only readers of a script without 
(Tamil, the Indian script) who were bi-literate, that is, readers of another 
natural script with mirrored graphs (Latin alphabet) showed good 
explicit mirror-discrimination, in a part-whole task, where “no” response 
was required if the part was a mirror image of a component of the whole 
(Danziger & Pederson, 1998; Pederson, 2003). 

This conclusion might, however, be premature, considering the 
script properties and literacy-related consequences in visual processing. 
We thus revisited mirror-image processing by illiterate, Tamil mono-
literate, and Tamil-Latin-alphabet bi-literate adults to investigate the 
impact of literacy and script in shaping mirror-image processing, over-
coming the caveats on task, material, and literacy-classification of pre-
vious research (Danziger & Pederson, 1998; Pederson, 2003). 

Regarding the script, statistical learning and handwriting assist 
mirror-image discrimination (e.g., Fischer, 2017; Longcamp et al., 2008; 
Treiman, Gordon, Boada, Peterson, & Pennington, 2014), for which 
multi-system (visual, phonological, and motor) interplay is critical 
(Pegado, Nakamura, & Hannagan, 2014). Therefore, as Tamil has more 
graphs and is visually more complex than Latin alphabet (Chang, Chen, 
& Perfetti, 2018), is written/read from left-to-right, and each akshara3 

has a specific orientation (Nag & Narayanan, 2019; Steever, 1996), 
Tamil literate adults (illiterate in other scripts) could show sensitivity to 
mirror-image differences. At least numerically, Tamil literate were 
better than illiterate on deciding that a mirrored part did not belong to 
the whole (Pederson, 2003; accuracy: 59% by 28 Tamil literate; 35% by 
4 illiterate; 98% by 16 bi-literate). However, post-perceptual processes 
taint this task and literacy is not a reliable predictor: ex-illiterate (who 
acquired literacy in adulthood) are as poor as non-readers (Kolinsky, 
Morais, & Brito-Mendes, 1990; Kolinsky, Morais, Content, & Cary, 
1987). More important, literacy-related consequences are not confined 
to explicit mirror-discrimination tasks. As spillover effect, mirror-image 
discrimination becomes compulsory, even if task-irrelevant. In a shape- 
based task, readers show a mirror cost: they are slower on same mirrored 

(e.g., d-b) than identical (d-d) trials (de Heering & Kolinsky, 2019; 
Fernandes et al., 2016; Kolinsky & Fernandes, 2014; Pegado et al., 
2014). Therefore, to fully assess mirror-discrimination, we adopted two 
same-different matching tasks: one shape-based (where mirror- 
invariance assists successful performance and a mirror cost reflects 
automatic mirror-discrimination); another orientation-based (explicit 
orientation-discrimination, including mirror-discrimination). 

Note that breaking of mirror invariance (that is, mirror-image 
discrimination even when deleterious for successful performance) is 
first found for letters. Preschoolers (from a Latin-alphabet monoliterate 
background) show a mirror cost only on Latin-alphabet letters (regard-
less of letters being reversible or nonreversible) but still show a disad-
vantage on orientation-based over shape-based judgments of mirrored 
pairs, no longer found in readers (Fernandes et al., 2016; Fernandes & 
Leite, 2017). Therefore, instead of multicomponent shapes (Danziger & 
Pederson, 1998; Pederson, 2003), we used Latin-alphabet letters to in-
crease the power of detecting mirror costs in shape-based judgments.4 

For bi-literate, letters are objects of expertise, for which mirror- 
discrimination is the strongest (e.g., de Heering & Kolinsky, 2019). 
For Tamil monoliterate, letters are familiar and close to aksharas, whose 
features’ proximity could lead to maximal effects related with Latin- 
alphabet knowledge (Fernandes et al., 2016; Hannagan, Amedi, 
Cohen, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Dehaene, 2015). 

To ensure the effects of literacy and script were specific to mirror 
images, four trial-types were used in both tasks: fully-different (i.e., letters 
with different shape and orientation: e.g., b-u), identical (i.e., exact 
matches; e.g., b-b),5 and mirror-image (e.g., b-d) and plane-rotation 
trials (e.g., b-q; cf. Fernandes et al., 2016). The latter two are critical 
in between-group comparisons because both are orientation-contrasts 
with incongruent shape and orientation, but literacy mostly affects 
mirror-image processing (Fernandes & Kolinsky, 2013; Kolinsky et al., 
2011). We thus predicted a Group x Task x Trial-type interaction and 
computed the between-task difference for mirrored and rotated trials. 
This index results from a direct comparison at the individual level (i.e., 
whether one is able to attend to one dimension over another on incon-
gruent stimuli) rather than from an indirect comparison using different 
baselines (like the performance drop in mirrored relative to different 
trials on orientation-based judgments and the mirror cost relative to 
identical trials on shape-based judgments). We thus examined whether 
Tamil monoliterate overcome the disadvantage in orientation-based 
over shape-based judgments of mirrored pairs. Finally, instead of cod-
ing literacy dichotomously based on self-report (Danziger & Pederson, 
1998) or recognition of one highly-familiar word and simple sentences 
(Pederson, 2003), we tested if literacy-related skills were correlated 
with these indexes. 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 

The ethical board of ARUWE, an NGO in Chennai, approved this 
study, following international guidelines, including the Declaration of 

2 Graphs are two-dimensional shapes that participate alone or in combination 
in coding a linguistic unit (e.g., phoneme, syllable). They differ from other 
visual categories as natural scenes or faces but are similar to line drawings (both 
share general two-dimensional properties) from which they become differen-
tiated early on in literacy acquisition (Chang et al., 2018). The term graph 
applies to visual symbols of any script, and hence, is preferred to the term letter 
(specific to alphabets). 

3 Aksharas represent syllables and are subsyllabic graphs used in alphasyl-
labic Indic scripts as Tamil (a Brahmi-descendent script comprising 247 
aksharas); they represent the onset, or onset plus nucleus, or nucleus alone, but 
not phonemes (for details, see, Nag & Narayanan, 2019; Ramanujan & Weekes, 
2019; Steever, 1996). In Tamil, each consonant graph includes the inherent 
vowel /ɐ/, and vowels are represented alone or as diacritic of consonants (e.g., 
இ, ரி and லி: /i/ initial, and as diacritic in /ri/ and /li/, respectively). 

4 These letters are of course not graphs of Tamil but are quite frequent in 
India, a multilingual and multiliterate country (with 22 major languages, 
written in 13 different scripts). Latin-alphabet letters are often found in out-
doors and in national newspapers with major circulation (e.g., Times of India, 
Hindustan Times).  

5 The same rational underlies fully-different and identical trials. The former 
have different shape (including their features) and orientation, and hence, 
require a “different” response in both shape-based and orientation-based tasks, 
while the later are exact matches with same shape and same orientation, and 
hence, require a “same” response in both tasks. Therefore, these are the easiest 
trials and allow ensuring that any difference between groups in mirror-image 
and/or plane-rotation trials is not due to overall differences in task 
performance. 

T. Fernandes et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
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Helsinki. Seventy-four Tamil native speakers from similar cultural and 
residential backgrounds6 were paid and participated voluntarily, after 
they gave informed consent. The groups (based on literacy-related skills; 
further details, Supplemental material and Table 1) were matched in 
female/male proportion, X2(2) = 3.72, p = .20, and age, F < 1: 21 
illiterate, 22 monoliterate, and 31 bi-literate. 

2.2. Material and procedure 

Task, trial-type, and procedure were as in Fernandes et al. (2016), 
but only letters were used: a, b, e, h, k, m, p, u.7 Oral instructions were 
given with six demo-trials. In computerized trials (controlled by E-Prime 
2.0, www.pstnet.com/eprime), sequential letter pairs were presented in 
two tasks (see Fig. 1), which, in turn, differed only in matching criterion 
(additional details in Supplemental material). In the shape-based task, 
participants were asked to decide if the second stimulus (S2) had the same 
shape (or not) as the first (S1), regardless of orientation: they should 
respond same on identical, mirror-image, and plane-rotation trials, and 
different on fully-different trials. In the orientation-based task, they were 
asked to decide if S2 was identical (exact match) to S1, otherwise they 
should respond different (i.e., mirror-image, plane-rotation, and fully- 
different trials). 

In each task, after 12 practice trials, participants performed 96 trials 
(randomized order; shape-based task first: 48 fully-different; 16 iden-
tical; 16 mirror-image; 16 plane-rotation; orientation-based task: 48 
identical; 16 fully-different; 16 mirror-image; 16 plane-rotation). 

3. Results 

In the mixed ANOVA run on Signal Detection Theory d’ scores8 for 
same-different designs (cf. differencing model; Macmillan & Creelman, 
2005), with group (illiterate, Tamil literate, bi-literate), task (shape- 
based, orientation-based), and dimension (identity, mirror, rotation),9 

the three-way interaction was significant, F(4,142) = 2.55, p = .042, ηp2 

= .067, MSE = 0.36.10 Analyses on accuracy and RTs were congruent 
(see Supplemental material). 

Similar to previous findings (Fernandes & Kolinsky, 2013; Kolinsky 
et al., 2011), groups differed specifically for mirror images, depending 
on task, F(2,71) = 4.44, p = .015, ηp2 = .111, MSE = 0.593, but not for 
the other dimensions, including rotations, both Fs < 1. 

Likewise, in Bayesian analyses11 (JASP, Team, 2019; Jeffreys, 1961; 
Wagenmakers et al., 2018) the model with Group x Task was reliable 
only for mirror pairs; the interaction received moderate evidence over 
the model without it (BF10 = 2.93, error: 2.22%; vs. null model: BF10 >

100, error: 1.52%) and was supported by the analysis of effects, BFincl =

11.71. In contrast, there was strong support against the interaction for 
both rotation and identity: BFexcl = 8.81 and = 10.64. 

Literacy and learning a script with mirrored graphs had a modulator 
role only on mirror-image processing. To further test it, while discarding 
potential alternatives, we focused on the results for mirror and rotation 
pairs between-tasks, as shape and orientation are incongruent on both. 
Thus, difficulties in attending to orientation or in task switching would 
need to hold for both. Yet, they did not (further analyses in Supple-
mental material). 

Fig. 2 shows that illiterate adults had a clear disadvantage on 
orientation-based over shape-based judgments of mirror pairs, whereas 
bi-literate had the smallest disadvantage (no difference between-tasks 
on RTs, see Supplemental material), being quite able to attend to 
orientation or shape of these pairs. Interestingly, Tamil literate showed 
good explicit mirror-image discrimination, and significantly better than 
illiterate, F(1,71) = 5.21, p = .025, BF10 = 2.87, albeit significantly 
worse than bi-literate, F(1,71) = 8.63, p = .004, BF10 = 10.81. The 
groups significantly differed on their mirror performance drop (mirror 
vs. identity pairs) in the orientation-based task, F(2,71) = 4.25, p = .018, 
but not on rotation drop, F < 1. All were as able to discriminate plane- 
rotations as identity (illiterate, F(1,71) = 2.40, p = .12; Tamil literate 
and bi-literate, both Fs < 1). These results suggest literacy (regardless of 
script) specifically assists explicit mirror-discrimination. 

However, learning a script with mirrored graphs seems critical so 
that spillover effects occur when mirror-discrimination is task- 
irrelevant. On the one hand, in shape-based judgments, only bi-literate 
adults did show a mirror cost, but only on RTs, with slower shape- 
based judgments on mirrored than identical trials, F(1, 71) = 5.86, p 

Table 1 
Profile of the three groups (M and SD).   

Illiterate (n 
= 21) 

Tamil literate 
(n = 22) 

Bi-literate (n 
= 31) 

Age (in years) 36.22 (5.79) 
[26–49] 

36.50 (5.57) 
[25–45] 

36.42 (5.86) 
[25–50] 

Female:Male proportion 15:6 16:6 16:15 
Reading fluencya 

Tamil words 
0.09 (0.30) 
[0–1] 

29.23 (14.56) 
[12–62] 

63.16 
(14.82) 
[34–94] 

Tamil pseudowords 0.00 (0.00) 14.91 (11.11) 41.68 
(13.01)  

0 [1–40] [14–64]     

Latin-alphabet words (0.00) 
0 

0.50 (1.30) 
[0–4] 

44.26 
(13.87) 
[21–72] 

Latin-alphabet pseudowords (0.00) 
0 

0.04 (0.21) 
[0–1] 

29.68 (9.41) 
[7–40] 

Latin-alphabet letter naming 
(26 lowercase letters) 

1.76 (3.36) 
[0− 10] 

13.82 (8.53) 
[0–26] 

26 (0.00) 
[26] 

Note. Minimum and maximum are in brackets. No cut-off was applied for par-
ticipants’ inclusion. 

a Details on reading tasks are in Supplementary material. 

6 There are some inherent limitations on socioeconomic matching when 
illiterate and literate adults are compared. However, to ensure that the groups 
were as closely matched as possible, the NGO ARUWE helped us to recruit 
participants from the same (urban poor) social class from the outskirts of 
Chennai (the capital city of Tamil Nadu, India). ARUWE aims to provide quality 
care and social support, and access to education.  

7 The present study exclusively used letters (the only material examined) in 
order to increase the power of detecting a modulation by script on mirror-image 
processing under the limited time and resources available. Material, E-Prime 
programs, and data are available at https://osf.io/byqwj/; [database] Fer-
nandes et al. (2019). 

8 D’ scores are a bias-free estimate of discriminability, computed over hits (i. 
e., the proportion of correct responses in different-response trials) and false 
alarms (i.e., the proportion of incorrect responses in same-response trials), and 
hence are preferred to accuracy.  

9 A fourth factor (letter type) was not considered in the main analyses but the 
four-way ANOVAs including it are reported on Supplemental material. In these 
latter analyses, the results reported here remained significant.  
10 Effect sizes were computed with partial eta squared (ηp2) and Cohen d (i.e., 

the ratio between the difference of the mean between two conditions/groups 
and the pooled standard deviation; Cohen, 1988). Other significant effects 
found in the omnibus ANOVA: Group, F(2, 71) = 10.28, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.224, 
MSE = 5.46; Task, F(1, 71) = 10.83, p = .002, ηp2 = 0.132, MSE = 1.37; 
Dimension, F(2, 142) = 29.35, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.292, MSE = 0.36; Task x 
Dimension, F(2, 142) = 39.78, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.359, MSE = 0.36. No other 
interaction with group was significant (Group x Task, F < 1; Group x Dimen-
sion, F(4, 142) = 1.30, p = .27).  
11 Bayes factor, BF, was computed with JASP (2019). BF10 ∈ [3,10] indicates 

moderate evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis and BF10 > 10 in-
dicates strong evidence. 

T. Fernandes et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
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Fig. 1. Sequence of events within-trial and examples of the trial types used in both tasks (mirror-image and plane-rotation trials required same-response in the shape- 
based task and different-response in the orientation-based task and occurred equally often in each task). The shape-based task was performed first to ensure that any 
orientation cost to be found would not be due to prior performance of the orientation-based task. The next trial began immediately after the motor response (pressing 
a right or a left designated key for same or different response, respectively) or after 2500 ms of S2 onset if no response was given. Accuracy and reaction time, RT, 
from S2 onset to motor-response onset were collected in each trial with E-Prime 2.0. 

Fig. 2. Mean d’ scores in each task (shape-based in blue full line; orientation-based in red dashed line; online version in color) by dimension (identity; mirror; 
rotation). Error bars represent 95% CI. All groups had good overall performance in the orientation-based task (average accuracy and d’ scores: 83.48% and 4.46, for 
illiterate; 89.86% and 5.11, for Tamil literate; 94.62% and 5.84, for bi-literate) and in the shape-based task (average accuracy and d’ scores: 91.17% and 4.98, for 
illiterate; 93.32% and 5.51, for Tamil literate; and 95.94% and 6.03, for bi-literate). Bi-literate adults were the only group who showed a mirror cost, but only on RTs, 
with slower shape-based judgments on mirrored than identical trials (see Supplemental material). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

T. Fernandes et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
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= .018 (on accuracy, F < 1, d’ scores, F(1,71) = 1.31, p = .25; see 
Supplemental material). Neither illiterate or Tamil literate showed 
mirror costs (on d’, accuracy, or RTs, all ps ≥ .10). Yet, all showed 
rotation costs, all Fs(1, 71) > 5.20, ps < .025, of similar magnitude, F <
1. On the other hand, pairwise comparisons12 showed that Tamil literate 
had a significantly larger disadvantage than bi-literate adults on 
orientation-based over shape-based judgments for mirror pairs, t(51) =
2.25, p = .01, Cohen d = 0.63, BF-0 = 4.16, but not for plane-rotations, t 
(51) < 1, BF-0 = 0.28. The same pattern was found for illiterate vs. bi- 
literate: mirror pairs, t(50) = 2.71, p = .005, Cohen d = 0.77, BF-0 =
10.20; rotations, t < 1, BF-0 = 0.47. Therefore, Tamil literate had good 
explicit mirror-image discrimination abilities but still showed the same 
disadvantage on orientation-based over shape-based judgments of 
mirrored pairs as illiterate (both t(41) < 1, p > .50, BF10 = 0.37 and =
0.34, respectively, error < 0.001%), and no mirror cost on shape-based 
judgments. 

Correlation analyses reinforced that fully breaking mirror invariance 
strongly depends on training (or at least on explicit knowledge) in a 
script with mirrored graphs: The better Latin-alphabet literacy-related 
skills, the smaller the disadvantage on orientation-based over shape- 
based judgments (between-task difference on d’ scores) for mirror im-
ages, r(72) = − .36, p < .001, BF-0 = 9.93, but not rotations, r(72) =
− .06, p = .31, BF-0 = 0.21. Fig. 3 shows this correlation pattern for 
Tamil-literate adults, for whom this association was only significant 
with literacy-related skills in Latin-alphabet but not in Tamil. In short: 
the larger Tamil monoliterate’s Latin-alphabet skills, the smaller their 
disadvantage on orientation-based over shape-based judgments of 
mirrored pairs. 

4. Discussion 

Our study clarifies the role of the written script in shaping mirror- 
image discrimination and provides two original contributions. It 
shows that, first, explicit mirror-image discrimination depends on 
learning to read regardless of script, given that readers of a script 
without mirrored graphs (Tamil monoliterate) show good explicit 
mirror-image discrimination. Second, automatic mirror-discrimination 
(when task-irrelevant) depends on learning a script with mirrored 
graphs: only Tamil-Latin-alphabet bi-literate showed a mirror cost on 
shape-based judgments. These findings diverge from Pederson (2003), 
who reported that Tamil monoliterate were as poor as illiterate adults 
(albeit numerically better) in deciding that a mirrored part did not 
belong to a whole. By overcoming the caveats on task, material, and 
literacy classification of Pederson (2003; Danziger & Pederson, 1998), 
we found that mirror-image discrimination is necessarily trained when 
learning to read because any script has a specific writing/reading di-
rection (e.g., left-to-right in Tamil and Latin alphabet) and graphs’ 
orientation is a defining part of their identity (Gibson et al., 1962; Morin, 
2018). People are sensitive to visual regularities and through extended 
practice (including training on writing direction and handwriting) get 
better at mirror-image discrimination (Chang et al., 2018; Fischer, 2017; 
Longcamp et al., 2008; Pegado et al., 2014). 

An interesting characteristic of the Latin alphabet is that mirrored 
graphs are reversible letters which, in turn, also include plane-rotation 
contrasts of 90◦ (e.g., N and Z) and 180◦ (e.g., n and u, p and d). Note 
that Latin-alphabet monoliterate children show worse shape-based 
judgments of reversible than nonreversible letters for both mirrored 
and rotated pairs, and no influence of letter type on orientation-based 
judgments (Fernandes et al., 2016). The same result was found here 
for bi-literate adults (see Supplementary material). Critically, regardless 
of letter type, Tamil bi-literate differed from illiterate and Tamil 

monoliterate adults on mirror-image processing only. We note that the 
differential influence of literacy and script on mirror-image and plane- 
rotation contrasts is not because orientation is a hard dimension or 
difficulties in task-switching. It is neither due to phonological processing 
(e.g., “saying” the letter name). For reversible letters, plane rotations are 
also phonologically contrastive (e.g., d and p; n and u), and occurred as 
often as mirrored pairs in our study. Furthermore, phonological pro-
cessing is not involved on orientation-based letter-matching, even when 
ISI (interstimulus-interval) between S1 and S2 is as long as 1 s (Bigsby, 
1988; Boles, 1986; Carrasco, Kinchla, & Figueroa, 1988). 

Neither here nor in previous research with children from a Latin- 
alphabet monoliterate background (Fernandes et al., 2016), mirror- 
image discrimination was exclusively found for reversible letters. 
Literacy-related consequences in mirror-image processing occur for both 
reversible and nonreversible letters (Fernandes et al., 2016; Fernandes & 
Leite, 2017). Whether similar results would occur in a script with only 
mirrored graphs (not rotated ones) would require an artificial script, 
which poses some challenges, such as deontological issues with prelit-
erate or illiterate participants (whether is acceptable to train non- 
readers in artificial, real-life irrelevant, scripts), and transfer effects 
with readers (whether orthographic-like processing would quickly occur 

Fig. 3. Scatterplot and correlation coefficients for Tamil literate adults (Latin- 
alphabet illiterate; n = 22) between the literacy index in Latin alphabet (sum 
score in letter naming and word and pseudoword reading) and the difference on 
average d’ scores between shape-based (SB) and orientation-based (OB) tasks 
for mirror (top) and rotation (bottom) pairs. The better the Latin-alphabet skills 
of Tamil monoliterate adults, the smaller the difference on d’ scores between 
tasks for mirror pairs but not for rotation pairs. This correlation was not sig-
nificant when literacy in Tamil was considered (for mirror and rotation pairs, r 
(20) = − 0.29, and = − 0.10, ps > 0.18, BF10 = 0.59, and = 0.29, respectively). 

12 Given the a-priori hypotheses (i.e., difference between-groups exclusively 
for mirror pairs but not for rotations), these pairwise comparisons were con-
ducted with unilateral t-tests. 
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for the new script or competition between the native and novel scripts). 
We point out that mirror-image discrimination is not specific to the 

Latin alphabet, literacy, or visual training. Illiterate adults who are lace- 
makers, and hence, trained in explicit mirror-image discrimination of 
visuospatial patterns, have as good mirror-image discrimination as ex- 
illiterate adults (and better than illiterate who are not lace-makers: 
Kolinsky & Verhaeghe, 2017). Moreover, congenital-blind readers of 
Braille (a tactile script with more mirrored graphs than Latin alphabet) 
have as good explicit mirror-image discrimination as Latin-alphabet 
readers and both groups show mirror costs (de Heering et al., 2018). 

Our findings suggest that the importance of explicit training in 
mirror-image discrimination (e.g., via learning to read in a script with 
mirrored graphs) is contingent on mirror images becoming graphemically 
contrastive, i.e., both are real graphs associated with different meanings 
(de Heering & Kolinsky, 2019). The fact that in Tamil monoliterate 
adults, who were able to explicitly discriminate mirror images, no 
mirror cost was found even with Latin-alphabet letters demonstrates 
that the strongest force for breaking mirror invariance is learning a 
script with mirrored graphs. 
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